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I just watched the program in the Naked Science Series, “Living in a Parallel
Universe”  (2011).   Allowing  for  the  views  I  have  expressed  in  Dynamic
Humanism [see  www.Dynamic-Humanism.com],  the  program  ended  by
highlighting concerns for me as a social scientist who is very much involved in
Big Picture issues.  I recognize that I am not a physical scientist, and that I am
not “cozy” with the mathematical intricacies of quantum mechanics, which are
the  basis  for  the  modern  proposals  of  possible  parallel  universes  and  the
multiverse.  I  am, however, familiar with the general implications of quantum
theory and can address the proposals for multiple universes at this level. 

Here are some of my thoughts on this matter:

1) There are features of the extreme forms of the parallel universe and
multiverse proposals that “parallel” religious claims for life after death and life
everlasting.  These extreme proposals suggest that infinite parallel universes or
multiverses exist somewhere and that collectively every possible option occurs
reflecting every possible “choice” – right down to each and every change at the
subatomic level - in the life of any one individual [as well as for at least all other
sentient beings everywhere].  It follows that in this vast complex of the infinitely
infinite, there must be universes where the individual [the self] lives forever in a
state of supreme awareness – one possible option – the Self as the all-knowing
God option.  Some of the expert commentators on the Naked Science program
point to these possible options and their implications and indicate that being
aware of these options can be satisfying for the rational scientist.

2) Quantum theory may open the door to such expansive interpretations,
but we have to ask whether a significant motivation for proceeding through that
door to the extremes of such infinitely infinite proposals is religious in nature.
Because a door is theoretically open in science, does not mean it is necessary
to  leap  through  it  to  extremes  where  for  all  practical  purposes  the  results
become both absurd and essentially meaningless.  Since all parallel universes
and multiverses are by definition mutually exclusive, the presence of all of these
other infinite selves, even if  they exist, matters not one iota to the individual
[self]  living in our universe.  We still  have to live our lives as defined by the
constraints [system of collapse] of the universe we live in, and we can never
know  or  participate  in  any  of  these  other  options  of  our  infinite  “selves.”
Personally, whatever the intellectual Self-satisfaction may be in the theoretical
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implications of extreme multiverse theory, I do not find the proposed situation of
exclusive  selves  in  exclusive  universes  very  “satisfying”  emotionally  or
intuitively.

3) Besides its essential irrelevance for living our lives, a major problem
with the proposal from quantum theory of infinite selves in infinite universes is
that it relies on a vast expansion of the material entities conception of reality,
which is in direct conflict with one of the major implications of quantum theory
itself.   Entanglement,  the  wave  option,  coherence/decoherence,  and  the
potential  primacy of  energy rather  than matter  – all  following  from quantum
theory  –  individually  and  collectively  point  to  the  fundamental
interconnectedness  of  all  “things,”  which  transcend  the  space  and  time
limitations of classical physics and the materially grounded concept of reality.  In
this  quantum,  immaterial  framework,  all  things  [all  energy or  wave packets]
inherently share an identity with all  other “things” through their essential and
infinite web of connection.  The notion of discreteness and separateness in this
context dissolves, and the Self merges with the All – the universe.  The Self in
this expanded sense can be experienced and developed and the interconnected
reality explored if  the intuitive mind is activated in what  are termed “altered”
states of consciousness.  In this interpretation – following from the basics of
quantum theory, Self as All and the confirmation of the Self as infinite occurs
within our universe and our specific reality on planet Earth.  No infinitely infinite
material  layers of universes and alternative separate and discrete selves are
necessary to confirm the Self, and no religion is required or implied in order to
achieve  a  sense  of  satisfaction  in  this  life  –  here  and  now.   From  my
perspective,  this  view  –  following  from  quantum  theory  –  is  satisfying
intellectually, emotionally and intuitively, not just rationally.

4) Whatever may be the reality of parallel or multiple universes, interest in
these proposals, and especially the extreme forms of these proposals, does not
need to be motivated by uncertainty about the Self.  A much simpler explanation
– one that stays at home in our own universe – and a much more available
source of Self-satisfaction exists and accords with quantum theory.

5) I am all for Big Picture thinking, but in my view, pragmatics needs to
constrain the pursuit of theory into domains that have little or no consequence
for  humankind.   There is  so much very serious work  to  be done to  assure
humankind of its ability to take full advantage of its limited window of opportunity
as a species.  Unless it can be demonstrated that theories of parallel universes
or multiverses impact humankind and its conduct in the reasonable time frame
of its window of opportunity on our planet, in our solar system, in our galaxy, in
our universe,  then as a social scientist  I  regard pursuit  of these theories as
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indulging ourselves in knowing for knowing’s sake, and I contend that we need
to redirect the efforts of our superior scientific minds to address and solve our
needs and concerns within our own virtually infinite universe.  When the time
comes that it is relevant to consider our consequential interaction with parallel
and multiverses, then humankind can get on with it.   Personally,  I  think it  is
infinitely remote that our species will ever get to that point, if in fact it is a point
to get to at all.

We  must  keep  in  mind  that  there  will  always  be  another  “beyond”  to
discover and explore.  While it might be possible to derive a unified theory that
applies in our own universe, it is pure delusion to think there can be a Theory of
Everything.  And it is only useful pragmatically, conceptually and theoretically to
get  just  so  far  ahead  of  ourselves.   Presently,  we  are  way  out  there  in
understanding the nature of our physical  universe, and there is plenty yet  to
discover within its remaining mysteries.  Inside this enormous “local” mystery,
we have only begun to comprehend and develop our full intellectual and intuitive
competencies as humans and to explore their uses within our own universe.
Quantum theory  has  uncovered  a  radical  new way  to  understand  both  our
material  and  spiritual  existence  and  the  role  and  potential  effect  of  our
consciousness  from  within  the  energetic,  immaterial  domain  of  our  local
universe.  At some point we need to step back and allow for full development
and refinement that is actually relevant within the currently vast scope of what
we now know.  We must always be seekers; it is just a matter of at what scale
we are doing what amounts to truly productive seeking.  Informed speculation is
a reflection of genuine human curiosity, and it will always be with us to inspire
theory in its wake, but speculation can reach the point where it reflects more
mathematically driven hubris, than meaningful curiosity.
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